
 
 

  
 
I want to begin this week’s Nutshell with saying ‘Thank You’ to the team at Oxted Health 
Centre who, through their efficient running of their vaccination clinics, have given all staff 
across the School and the Nursery (and other local schools in the area) the opportunity to 
receive the COVID vaccination. The last remaining staff have been invited to this week’s 
Clinic meaning that the additional layer of protection and assurance that receiving the 
vaccine brings, will be in place as we enter the final week of the Spring Term.  This is yet 
another example of exemplary community spirit which is aimed at enhancing the safety 
measures already in place at Hazelwood and keeping staff and pupils as safe from infection 
as possible.  With each small step forward (and this is in fact quite a large stride), I do 
believe we are moving towards a time when an ever greater sense of normality will return.  I 
am most looking forward to seeing children across the year groups mix as they share ideas, 
support and friendship.    I want the Theatre, Art and Music Rooms to resonate with the 
sounds of creativity and invention.  I cannot wait to peer into The BOX and see it buzzing 
with children taking risks with their learning and enhancing their creative courage and digital 
prowess.  I will be keeping everything crossed over the Easter break in the hope that all this, 
and more, will become ever more possible as the summer term unfolds.   
 
In the meantime, we have so much for which to be grateful.  With International Day of 
Happiness in the global diary for tomorrow, it is an apt time to pause and reflect on all those 
aspects of school and family life which, through the challenges of the pandemic and 
continuing lockdown, raise a smile and cause us to give thanks.   Year 5 have captured 
some of these beautifully in a series of  uplifting posters which serve only to lighten the 
mood. Thank you Year 5! 
 

   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

We have been so impressed with the way the school has come through the last year. So 

keep it up and know that it has been very much appreciated.  

 
Thank you all again for the amazing efforts getting the school open, functioning and full of 
very happy kids!  Hopefully Easter will see some rest and respite for everyone over the 
three weeks’ break because it is not lost on us how hard the challenges of providing an 
amazing RLP and then into the classroom with all the restrictions of the regulations have 
been and continue to be!  It’s very clear that every single member of staff has gone over 
and above.  The professionalism is stunning to see and the kids clearly respond so well 
to the positive attitude demonstrated by the teachers and whole school team! 

 



 

Friday’s Red Nose Day for Comic Relief was another opportunity to look on the brighter side 
of life whilst remembering those who, now more than ever, need our support.  The 
Superhero theme was particularly apt after the very many stories of heroism and ‘extra-mile’ 
service which have flooded the news over the past twelve months.  It was wonderful to see 
the school and nursery awash with the colour red, punctuated by our very own Bat and 
Spider people, Incredibles, Power Rangers and even Mr Lloyd as Super Santa!  My morning 
was made however by the sight of the dynamic duo of Mrs Phillimore and Mrs Brighting 
braving the cold of the car park as Superwoman and Wonderwoman. Woe betide any ill-
intending villain that crosses their path!  Definitely a new look  
for the Maths and Science Departments! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For a list of communications hosted on the Parent Information Portal (PiP) each week please 
see the ‘Notice Board’ further down the Nutshell. 

 

 

 

 



News from The Nursery & Early Years 

It has been another action packed week here at the Early Years. All of the rooms have been 
full of laughter and learning. Inspiration has been taken from dinosaurs that roamed millions 
of years ago, traditional tales, ourselves and simply a colour. I am very much looking forward 
to the Easter activities next week, I am sure the children are as well. Please see a full round 
up below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

This week in Fledglings 1, the children have been exploring the colour red. The children 
have used rollers, paintbrushes and toilets roll to create a big red nose for Friday. Lots of 
outdoor play with musical instruments and splashing around with individual red water bowls. 
We have explored playdough this week with a variety of tools as well as tasting a variety of 
red foods. The children have thoroughly enjoyed using the chalks outside and they have 
been encouraged to use their communication skills when using all of the different colours. 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears have continued to bring lots of fun and learning into the 
Fledglings 2 room. We have been matching their bowls of porridge to the correct bear to 
make sure they have the perfect bowl and the children have enjoyed using the 3 bears 
teddies in their role play! The children have been busy 'Making Porridge' for the 3 bears and 
they got very messy in the process! We have also been looking at the textures 'soft' and 
'hard' and the children used potatoes shaped as bear paws to make paw prints!  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week, Lower Robins have continued the theme of spring. The children have especially 
enjoyed making bird feeders for the birds and then watching Paulo hanging them up, 
afterwards the children loved observing the small birds feeding from them. The children also 
talked about it they have feeders in their garden and what types of birds feed from them, 
whether they are big or small and what colours they are. Afterwards the children enjoyed 
using the bird seed to transfer and pour from different containers, commenting on which 
ones hold more or less. Lower Robins have also loved planting some springtime bulbs, and 
are looking forward to seeing the flowers grow.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 



There was so much interest shown by the Upper Robins’ children in the topic of dinosaurs, 
that we decided to extend it into a second week. We introduced our dinosaur museum, 
complete with fossils and interesting facts and pictures of many species of dinosaurs, which 
prompted fantastic vocabulary and understanding, as the children learned which dinosaurs 
were the tallest, heaviest and fastest. They excitedly hunted for dinosaurs and ticked the 
correct picture off their checklist in turn. We used the weighing scales to determine which 
dinosaurs were heavier and selected the most appropriate tool to crack open the ice and 
release the baby dinosaurs from within. Some children correctly sequenced the numbered 
pieces of dinosaur pictures and we even used ICT resources to retrieve information about 
dinosaurs and create and print out our own individual dinosaur. Every child made a salt 
dough fossil and we also conducted an experiment outside in our garden, carefully mixing 
water, paint, baking soda and vinegar to recreate a frothing, bubbling volcano. We all 
enjoyed transforming into our favourite superheroes on Friday in support of Red Nose Day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Grow up, up, UP and away! Is exactly what the Skylarks are hoping their sunflower seeds 

will do later in the year! Continuing last week's topic, the children have been 
further investigating growing, looking at how we can change the colour of paper flowers with 
food colouring, using the computers to water plants virtually and creating our own flower 
crafts for a new display!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In Forest School, Groups 1 and 2 have also been planting herbs, which hopefully in time, will 
develop into a wonderful sensory garden addition to the outdoor environment and maybe 
even lend itself to an invitation to play in the mud kitchen!  

This week Oak began learning about real life superheroes, starting with doctors and nurses. 
The children enjoyed making appointments in the Oak doctors surgery with Dr Gyngell 
received some excellent care from her nurses. They also learnt all about x-rays and how to 
fix bones. They cut out and stuck together human skeletons and used white paints and 
straws to create x-rays of their own arms. The children enjoyed having their arms painted by 
their partners even though it was a bit tickly! 

Over the course of the week, the children each thought of a question that they would like to 
ask a doctor and, on Thursday afternoon, Dr. Dom joined us by zoom to answer the 
children's questions. He answered questions about why he wanted to be a doctor, what he 
did during the day, what special equipment he had and even what he ate for lunch! Thank 
you Dr. Dom for giving up your time to speak to us and for answering our questions so 
brilliantly - all of the children agreed that if they were poorly you could take good care of 
them.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher: "What is the chemical formula for water?"  
Student: "HIJKLMNO." 
Teacher: "What are you talking about?"  
Student: "Yesterday you said it's H to O!" 
 



We continued thinking about superheroes on red nose day when the children wore some 
super outfits and decorated some red nose day cakes. The children also used the outdoor 
equipment to make some superhero obstacle courses. They used their super balance, super 
speed and super effort to make their way through the obstacles and rescue the bears at the 
end.  

News from Hazelwood 

  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

What do you call 2 rows of vegetables? A 
dual cabbageway 
 

What happens to a frog's car when it 
breaks down? It gets toad away 
 

 

What happens to a frog's car when it breaks down? 

It gets toad away 

Why did the man run around his bed? 
Because he was trying to catch up on 
his sleep 
How does the moon cut his hair? Eclipse 

it 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

Did you hear about the man that called his energy provider as his gas and electricity meters 
were right next to each other in his hall cupboard? He was worried it was unsafe as 
government advice is to keep 2 metres apart.  
 



Congratulations to the brilliant Year 3 children for completing their English Speaking 
Board examinations. They have worked incredibly hard throughout the term to bring their 
lovely poems, passages and speeches to life and I know that the examiners were very 
impressed! Well done all of you!  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

  
 
 
 
Provision of Notice 
After all that we have been through this past year, we cannot think of anything more 
disappointing than having to say ‘goodbye’ to any of our school community.  We have grown 
stronger and more closely knit through our shared pandemic experience. However, we do 
recognise that some of you may be moving on for reasons within and beyond your control.  
With the exception of our Year heroes, notice of withdrawal from Hazelwood is required to 
be given in writing (to bursar@hazelwoodschool.com) by the end of the Spring Term ie 
Friday 26th March.  Notice given after this date will run the risk of incurring a financial 
penalty of a term’s notice in line with the School’s Terms and Conditions.    
 
Thank you to everyone who has already sent in blue school shirts and sports kit for the 
Eusabia Hope Foundation.  Your support is very much appreciated and early garments are 
already on their way to Kenya courtesy of the staff of Kenyan Airlines.  More are wanted so  
if you still have any unwanted shirts and you are happy to donate them to the children of the 
Eusebia Hope Foundation, then please bring them to drop off over the final week of term.  
Please can they be laundered and placed in a bag with the Foundation’s name clearly 
marked on the outside.  The school will be supporting the charity by buying garments from 
the School Shop to add to those directly collected from parents.  The children are in equal 
need of unwanted sports kit (not necessarily school branded) so if your own children have 
outgrown items and you would like them to continue to bring joy to other children who adore 
their sport, please consider donating these garments too. Thank you for your support.  The 
Foundation is particularly in need of blue school shorts for 8-9 year olds and 10-12 year olds.  
Thank you for whatever support you are able to give.   
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Milo and the Place Between by Holly B Y4 
Like a pack of wolves, the wind swirled in the air. Finally, the war had ended! No matter how 
rough the war was the soldiers had pushed through. Spilled on the battlefield was blood with 
nuclear ooze! Bodies lay there, lives wasted. But even if you had luckily managed to survive, 
nothing could make you forget the horrible memories made in the war, the cry of the soldiers 
wounded, best friends slaughtered in front of your eyes, killing people who are forced to 
fight.  
 
Milo was one of the English soldiers who had managed to survive. Hating every second of a 
fight (not to mention a nuclear war), Milo’s mind was put to rest when he had found out the 
war had ended! 
 
Milo was shivering in the battlefield crying over his brother’s body when suddenly, a circus 
tent descended from the sky like a stripy balloon with a tiny hole inside of it. On top of the 
tent was a shadow of a head. Sniggering, the head became all the soldiers (including Milo) 
inside. Then, it disappeared like it was never there in the first place! 
 
One of the soldiers rushed in and Milo quickly decided to follow the man in (he had nothing 
else to do). Clambering over the excited soldiers, Milo imagined what it would be like inside. 
Suddenly, the crowd stopped, Milo being quite tall went on his tiptoes to see what all the 
commotion was about. 
 
Milo gasped! Blowing in the wind was a violet cape attached to a man with a little red hat! 
His unique face seemed rather familiar. Shockingly, it was the same exact face that was on 
top of the tent earlier! 
 

“Listen carefully,” he started. “You must only look, not touch!” 
 
In the dead of night by William S Y8 
Cold, dark and miserable was the abundance of the winter evening.  Lights from small 
houses punched the night’s murky sky like a lighthouse surrounded with fog.  Gently, very 
gently the greys and silvers of the evening dramatically faded into the harsh blackness of the 
night.   
 
Glazed with rain, the pavements began preparation for the agonisingly long wait until people 
stood on them.  Once shining bright and now invisible, stars were present but had just shut 
their eyes shyly. Meanacingly deadly, the skyscrapers, endlessly tall, eventually switched 
their LED lights off.  That was the time when the whole street was plunged into sleep.   
 

The English Department 
have been thrilled with 
some of the excellent 
writing and story telling 
which the children have 
been crafting recently.  
They wanted to share some 
of their favourites with the 
readers of The Nutshell.  
Well done everyone on 
some great literary 
masterpieces.   



Abandoned cats stealthily tiptoed across the alleyway, which was cruelly narrow and littered 
with rubbish and graffiti, like a rumbling storm.  The gritting machine burst the deafening 
silence that covered the winter evening like a blanket and the sound gradually halted and 
rose away. 

 

  
 

As if rehearsed, the birds started piping up in a round of sing-song even though it was way 
too early.  As time went on, nothing, nothing changed.  The street was dead and silenced.   

Winter Evening by Isla Howell Y7 
The vast darkening sky lay above, stars faintly beginning to appear.  The sky was like an 
immense blanket, carefully places on top of the world.  Towering trees swayed in the wind, 
desperately trying to reach the flattering sky.  Occasionally, tiny snowflakes fluttered down, 
like magnificent birds swooping to the ground.  Each minute snow flake had its own unique 
pattern, as beautiful as dainty ballerinas.  Rough bark peeled off the large tree trunks, falling 
to the ground with a heavy thump.  They neatly blocked where the houses stood, waiting for 
their owners to come into their homely, warmth, which would put a smile on everyone’s faces 
and lighten the mood. 
 
Crisp leaves crunched beneath feet with every footstep, like paper being scrunched up into a 
ball.  CRUNCH, CRUNCH, CRUNCH!  The deafening noise could be heard from miles 
away.  The harsh air was cold, but not too cold.  The air felt fresh, as if it had just come out 
the packet.  Children were called in by their mothers, snuggling into bed and were soon 
sleeping soundly.  One by one, the lights flicked off, as the town fell asleep. 
 
Suddenly, an ice breeze took over, like the earth had been wrapped in snow.  Snow started 
to fall more vigorously now, as if it was being poured out of metal buckets.  Swirling air made 
people shudder and shiver in their sleep.  As if by magic, the breeze stopped.  It was no 
longer an icy chill, yet snow was still falling rapidly.  Excited children would be waking up the 
next morning with a layer of snow in their small garden.  Snow was falling and all was calm 
 
Break Time by Joshua Morel Y7 
‘IT’S BREAK TIME!’  Deafening screams and cheers from the children echoed down the hall.  
SPLASH!  Rain came bucketing down showing that s storm was about to hit.  Suddenly, the 
hall speaker.  ‘All students must head back to their classrooms’.  Some children were 
dancing in joy, but some knew that their strict teachers would be no fun. 
 
Inside the classroom, the rattling of Lego led the children like a flock of geese.  ‘NO’, 
screamed Mrs Beckerson, the world record holder for sending the most kids in detention.  
‘YOU WILL SIT IN SILENCE’.  Heavy sighs of the children flooded the classroom and you 
could see the energy slowly fading away.  CRACKLE.  The teachers eyes locked onto the 



student who was eating crisps, like the Terminator.  ‘DETENTION!’ screamed Mrs 
Berkerson. 
 
The neighbouring classroom sounded like they were having a party.  The smell of chocolate 
and popcorn wafted around the room.   They had constructed a cinema, Minions was playing 
on the big screen, popcorn was thrown around the room and then desks were misshapen 
with chipped pieces of wood.  Their teacher was none other than Mr Beckerson, most 
commonly known as ‘The funniest teacher in the world’. 
 
Upstairs, the Year 7’s were all bundled into one miniscule classroom.  At the back, pupils 
were sitting on their I-pads playing games.  There was a ring of children making more noise 
than a heard of buffalos.  The class nerd was sat right in the middle doing his extra Maths 
homework.  Next to him was the school bully, trying to persuade or violently forcing the nerd 
to do his homework. 
 
‘All right everyone, settle down, break time is over’.  Everyone then sat down and prepared 
themselves for the stressful lessons ahead. 
 

  
 
The Delivery by Thomas Rooney 
‘Ring Ring!’ chimed the doorbell in a tone that would make you want to punch it.  ‘Ollie!’ 
shouted Will, who had just come out of the lounge.  ‘Doorbells ringing!’  as Ollie huffed and 
puffed down the stairs, he wondered why he was even friends with this infuriating person.  
With an enormous humph, he opened the door. 
 
‘Amazon delivery at your service’.  The man cheerfully stated, ‘If you could just sign here’.  
Ollie signed and took the package from him before going back inside.  Will emerged from the 
lounge with a sweaty Xbox controller clutched tightly in his fist.  Carefully, they both placed 
the parcel on the carpet in front of them.  Will then abruptly lost his patience and ripped it 
open.  Inside was a menacing monster like a bomb rippling with knobs and dials, but with a 
rectangular screen and the number 120 displayed on it.  They both knew what that meant.  
120 seconds until it blew.  In an instant, they both leapt away from it with incredible speed. 
 
‘Those filthy Amazons!’ growled Will, with extreme hatred in his voice. ‘Tell me about it’ 
replied Ollie, scared out of his wits.  As fast as cheetahs, they sprinted away from the bomb, 
but sadly they were too slow.  With an explosion that would put an atomic bomb to shame, 
the bomb blew itself into millions of tiny pieces, causing havoc inside Will’s house.  Debris 
flew everywhere, slamming into anything solid.  Bookcases, too large to be thrown across 
the air, simply collapsing, sending printed paper everywhere and making an impenetrable 
war of whiteness and chaos.  The two friends ducked and jumped and leapt, but they knew it 
would be in vein as they were going to die!  Then just when things could not get any worse, 
they did!  
 



The window shattered with a boom, heard from miles away, hurling shards of glass all 
shapes and sizes around the already wrecked lounge.  Massive, deadly knives of 
transparent hell sliced, poked and chopped off anything that moved.  It shredded anything 
else that wasn’t already completely demolishes.  The smaller pieces embedded themselves 
in the soft skin of Will, making him scream in agony.  Imagine a splinter, but razor sharp and 
so small you could hardly see it, let alone remove it.  That’s how painful it was 
 
‘Need to get out’ spat Ollie through gritted teeth.  ‘Window!’ replied Will, in an equally 
talkative manner.  Building up every ounce of strength they had left in their glass ridden, 
wood covered, blackened hoodies.  They shot themselves at the window, ploughing through 
the glass pane still clinging to the frame.  Cartwheeling like a superman who had forgotten 
how to fly, Will tumbled out and plonked onto the bone-dry grass that provided little help with 
his fall.  Ollie, being slightly clumsier than Will flared his arms out in a windmill like way, 
tipped backwards and landed hard on his hand. 
 
‘Ollie!’ shouted Will, clearly distressed.  ‘Are you OK?’  ‘I am fine, it wasn’t too high 
thankfully’ said Ollie gasping for breath. 
 
‘I am never ordering another Amazon parcel again!’ said Will ‘Yeah, that was the worst 
delivery of my life’ Ollie replied, relieved that he hadn’t suffered from serious injury. ‘Let’s 
stick to Amazon’. 
 
 
As I Stepped Cautiously onto the Path by Jack Evans 
I knew this was not going to be an easy journey…..to get out of this country.  I had been 
exiled, framed for a crime I had never committed.  I had to leave my home town, forever 
thought of as the murderer of Robbie Williams.  Hot tears streamed down my thin face and I 
wondered how I could survive.  Meagre amounts of money had been unceremoniously 
shoved into a backpack and then handed roughly to me.  What was I going to do? 
 
I decided that I should just put one foot in front of the other and move forward.  It was like my 
Ma used to say ‘No point going backwards in life; the only way is forward’ I do miss my Ma 
sometimes.  She was so full of wisdom and always knew what to do.  What would I give to 
be with her now? 
 
‘HELP!’  Someone was in trouble!  I stopped dead in my tracks utterly silent.  A scream 
pierced the air loud and pained.  Running for all I was worth, I came over the ridge and for 
the second time in five minutes stopped dead in my tracks.  A hulking colossal man stood 
towering over a horse and cart.  This man was a beast with big beefy legs, powerful arms 
and a plump pot begging belly.  His face was furry and grotesque, pink and scared.  This 
was not a man to mess with.  Then I saw who was in danger.  It was Ma!  Questions flew 
through my head.  One thought however was not lost in the swirling mayhem of thoughts.  
@SAVE MA!’ 
 
‘Hey fatty, pick on someone your own size’, I screamed waving my arms about.  He growled, 
his voice deepened.  Oh God!  Why did I do that? 
 
Lumbering towards me, the giant of a man swung his large club.  I was dead.  Why had I 
done this?  Then, quick as lighting, an idea struck me.  Racing towards a large oak tree I had 
noticed earlier, I began to climb.  The Bandit tried to follow, but the branches snapped 
underneath his ginormous weight. 
 
‘Argh.  Get down here!’ The man shouted grabbing at my feet. 
 



‘As you wish’ I said and dropped down right on top of the guy, knocking him out stone cold.  
My horrendously stupid plan had worked. 
 
‘Ma’  I mumbled, stumbling towards the figure.  The fall had not left me unscathed and I was 
struggling to walk. 
 
‘My angel’ my Ma sighed and I was wrapped in her  
warm, loving embrace. 
 
 
The Last Tree Standing by Thalia Fisher  
What had happened?  Life had crumbled before my eyes.  
 Lonely, isolated and fearful for the future, I stared around 
 the flat land.  Venerable and weak, it was only a matter  
of time before ‘The Chop’.  Desperate for a sign of hope,  
I searched…..but there was none.  Unprotected, I tried to hide behind my dried leaves.  
Where was my family?  Tears rolled down my bark; was this really how it was going to end?  
Grey clouds above rained down misery.  My bark stiffened.  Was that a tree cutter?  I inhaled 
sharply and took my last breath.  The air was humid and suffocated my throat.  A panorama 
of fog blurred my vision.  Focusing into the distance, I saw a miniscule tractor.  It’s blades 
were spinning around at the speed of light and I could almost feel it’s sharp points cutting me 
down the middle.  It would feel like a bleeding wound and pierce the air with its aggressive 
screech.  Remaining birds of this once enchanting forest flew away, far enough to allow me 
to contemplate my last thoughts.  I racked my brain for a taste of what life had previously 
been like 
 
Succulent plants peeked through the grass, bees buzzed and flowers bloomed – so did my 
heart.  Pollen was in the air and there was a scent of heavy lavender.  Streams full of 
colourful fish blinded my eyes.  I was dressed in bright leaves and healthy moss, I had never 
felt so alive.  It was spring.  Thousands of tree were strewn across the forest and flourished 
with nutrients.  Rich with minerals, the damp ground fed all plants well.  If only I could go 
back in time.   
 
Awake from my reminiscing I felt a stab from reality.  Starring coldly at the machine, I 
realised something peculiar.  Its sharpness was full of young plants and was digging up the 
ground.  Rows of baby trees were already planted.  Was this real?  Were my eyes playing 
games with me?  Overjoyed, I could already see into the future.  Doors were opening and 
opportunities were created.  Thrilled, I began to cry.  My prayers had been answered.  Birds 
returned and rare species were bought life back in the forest.  Life in the forest was about to 
improve and get better. 
 

  
 
 

 



The Last Tree Standing by Jenny Mylet  
Long ago, I used to be one of many; now I am the only tree remaining.  Their time has come 
and gone, leaving me here alone. 
 
Before it all changed, my forest was a haven for all.  With blue skies overhead and luscious 
green trees bathed in sunlight.  A clear joyous river flowed through the middle.  Thirsty, 
young, energetic rabbits drank from the fresh water river and munched on my fallen apples.  
Tall, confident grass blanketed the forest floor.  Occasionally, when night feel, a friendly fox 
would approach.  Minding his own business he would enjoy some juicy, ripe fruits.  Life was 
calm, simple and cheerful. 
 
When everything was perfect, horrible humans arrived.  Tearing down the innocent trees, 
they had no mercy.  Afraid of being petrified, rabbit’s hurriedly migrated away.  Selfishly, with 
no care for anyone, humans built wooden structures next to the now dirty river, which flowed 
reluctantly.  Children tore leaves off of my thin branches and often snapped my frail arms 
too.  Life had take a turn for the worst. 
 
However it never improved.  Gradually the temperature increased, stealing away all the 
drinking water.  Although the torturous humans vanished, my fellow animal friends did not 
return.  Dehydrated, all the remaining trees died.  Barley hanging onto life, I watched the 
world slowly go by.  Once or twice, strong, fierce winds would almost topple me over.  The 
orange, musty skies starved me of vital nutrients.  I had no hope. 
 
As I was on the verge of giving up, I heard a squeak of a rabbit and the rustle of dead 
leaves.  I turned around and to my surprise, there were long fluffy rabbit ears poking out of 
the pile of crisp leaves.  Waddling like a penguin, he moved towards me.  I was not alone!  
Thoughtfully, I handed my new friend an apple.  We could survive!  We could carry on 
together and never give up! 
 

 

  

 Year 5 enjoy a protracted day of learning…. 
This week, Miss Langham’s Y5 Maths set have started learning about different types of 
angles and measuring them. 



 

 

 

paper covered in lines. The children had lots of fun measuring angles and have now 
mastered the art of how to use a protractor. 
 

 

LIBRARY NEWS - Winter Reading Challenge 2020. 
Thank you so much to all the pupils that took part in the Reading Challenge.  It was lovely to 
see that so many of you spent time over the holidays reading.  Reading is a lovely 
relaxing way of reducing the stresses of events happening around us and I really hope that 
you found comfort in the books and managed to magic yourselves away to new and exciting 
places….. Keep Reading! 
 
Ella J, Aiden G, Daria M, James P, Chloe C, George G, Georgia T, Harper D, Ethan G, 
Bethany K, Sebastian K, Harry D, Charlie J-T, Tom J-T, Thomas N, Lucy K, James C, Will C, 
Max C, Fyfe H, Charles H, 

 

This was the first time the children had used 
protractors, so they started by working in 
pairs to find all the angles on a piece of  



Araballa S-L, Ioan H, Millie E-H, Ellie T,  Francesca B, Joseph B, Elisha B, Anwen J, Alex P, 
Charlotte B, Clara J, Chase G, Bella M, Charlotte S, Ollie Ni, Zac W, Lewis H, Ruben H, 
,Richard B, Coedy R,  
Freddie Mac, Yuv K, Max J, Alice P, Amelia H, Katherine D, Eleanor K, Milo V-B, Ben P, 
Catherine T, Florencia M, Elliot W, Campbell Collis, Skye I, Clarice R, Samuel C, Ethan S, 
Henry Da,  
Rohan T, Jacob P, Flo B, Sophie W, Tristan L and James P.  
If I have left any names of the list please do let me know so I can ensure credit goes to 
where it is due. 
House points have been awarded on the system. 
 
Thank you to Flo B, Alice P, Amelia H, Katherine D, Ella J, Aiden G, Fyfe H, Charlie H, 
Joseph B Elisha B and Clara J. for sending in some wonderful book review with drawings.  I 
can see we may have some budding authors and illustrators in our midst! 
 
 

The YEAR 8 Reading Challenge 

 

 

For those of you in year 8 that are taking part in the above reading challenge please submit 

any book reviews to me at wisniewskin@hazelwoodschool.com  If you don’t want to write a 

review but would like to tell me what you thought of the choice of books and why then please 

do.  Don’t forget these books all need to be returned back to the library or your English 

teachers. 

The library’s database is up and running and is there for you to use.  
Your child’s Barcode number will open up the database and from there you can search book 
lists and suggestions, find out what books your child has outstanding that needs returning 
back to the library as well as accessing the new eBooks which have been added since half 
term.  
To access the system : https://uk.accessit.online/hzl02/ 
 
Then put your child’s BARCODE number once in the top right hand side under GUEST and 
press enter. 
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To access the eBooks, go into search, Advanced search, then type in eBooks in the MEDIA 
section and then scroll down to type, add Wheelers in the TYPE box and press return.  A list 
of over 1400 titles will come up.  If you double click on one and it will not let you in it will be 
because the book is age related.  
  
If you have problems please do email the Librarian on wisniewskin@hazelwoodschool.com 

 
 

 
 

Book Reviews will appear in next week’s Nutshell:  
Perfect Recommendations for Easter reading 
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Superhero & Dress in Red Day for Comic Relief 

 
 



A problem shared is a problem solved for Year 1 
This week the children of Year 1 had a go at problem solving, they were given some 
counters and lolly sticks and were asked to copy a repeated pattern. When they were doing 
this, they had to make up a rule to explain to someone else how to re-create this pattern. At 
the end they all had a go at making their own repeated pattern!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

Miss Luff is running the Royal Parks Half Marathon. The 
event was postponed from last year due to 
lock down and unfortunately, it is still not able to go 
ahead at the venue, however; I have opted to run it 
virtually from home. Having done all the training, she 
didn't want to put it off again! It is Miss Luff’s aspiration to 
make this distance and maybe even train for a future 
marathon.  She would be grateful of any support for 
Cancer Research UK, Jodie’s chosen charity.   
 
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/jodieluffrpfhm20202380 

 

https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/jodieluffrpfhm20202380


Year 8 are one step ahead of Grayson Perry!  

Imagine Mrs Tulett’s delight when she watched this week’s episode of Grayson Perry’s Art 
Club on Channel 4.  Amongst his chosen images selected for his virtual exhibition were 
installations showing people in miniature interacting with food in a creative and artistic way.  
This is exactly what Year 8 have been doing and the results of their imaginations are equally 
worthy of Grayson’s gallery. Who knows, maybe they were his inspiration!. 

  

 

  

 

 



 



   

  

             

Notice Board 

Communication sent home this week 

The following communications have been sent out as detailed below and are available to 
view on the Parent Information Portal (PIP):  

PIP (Parent Information Portal) Access Link  
https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL  

SOCS Calendar  
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213  

https://3sys.hazelwoodschool.com/schoolPORTAL
http://calendar.hazelwoodschool.co.uk/week.aspx?ID=25213


LETTERS  

Oak-Y8 - Easter Holiday Fun Club - (emailed 17/3) bookings close Tuesday, 23 
March.  Priority will be given to children of Critical Worker parents. 

REMINDERS/NOTICES  

RED NOSE DAY - FRIDAY, 19 MARCH - pupils can dress in red items of clothing or in their 
own Superhero outfit.  No hair dye or make up please. Money donations are not being 
collected in school, but you can donate online at 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/hazelwood-school-
rednoseday21?utm_source=Sharethis&utm_medium=fundraising&utm_content=hazelwood-
school-rednoseday21&utm_campaign=pfp-
email&utm_term=6e6c7abe0750423bbfe35877efa89415 

Year 7 - Parents’ Evening Appointments - booking system closes 9am Friday, 19 March  

Year 8 Spring Term Prefect Breakfast 7.45 am Tuesday, 23 March  

MISSING LIBRARY BOOKS  
A LARGE NUMBER OF LIBRARY BOOKS ARE MISSING IN ACTION.  LAST SEEN IN 
YOUR BEDROOMS, UNDER YOUR BEDS, IN YOUR CUPBOARDS & TOY ROOMS AND 
EVEN IN THE BACK OF YOUR CARS.……. PLEASE CHECK YOUR WHOLE HOUSE! 

IN SOME CASES LIBRARY BOOKS WERE TAKEN OUT JUST BEFORE THE EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 2020 IN THE FIRST LOCKDOWN AND HAVE STILL NOT BEEN 
RETURNED.  BOOKS NOT RETURNED BY MONDAY, 22ND MARCH  WILL BE CLASSED 
AS LOST AND THEREFORE INCUR THE OVERDUE/LOST FEES.  THANK YOU 

Music and LAMDA Weekly Timetables are uploaded to PIP every Friday.  

The Staff Contact list is available on the School Website/Parents’ Section.  

Term Dates to April 2022 are available on the School Website/Parents’ Section & under 
Admissions.  

Late Room Contact Information for out of hours (the School Office closes at 5pm)  
Years 1 & 2 - 07733 073057  (Chestnut Building 01883 733848)  
Years 3-5 - 07827 687874  
Years 6-8 - 07444 723032  
Bus Services - Cherry - 07901 377692 or Gary - 07553181085  

RETURN TO SCHOOL PROTOCOL MARCH 2021  
Please refer to this document, published on 2 March 2021 and available on PIP, for any 
current information regarding your child’s return to school from 8 March 2021.  The current 
updated Risk Assessment document is also available to view on the School website. 

WATER BOTTLES  
Pupils should bring to school each day their own named and filled water bottle.  

CLASSROOM/BUILDINGS VENTILATION  
Pupils may bring an additional, warm hoodie or sweatshirt to school with them during the 
colder weather.  Either a uniform one if they have one or an alternative plain coloured 
garment. 

WALKING HOME YEARS 6-8  
A reminder that we require written permission from parents if they wish their child to walk 
home from school and, therefore, would ask that you email Miss Roberts in the School Office 
on schoolsec@hazelwoodschool.com if your child needs to be added to the register or if 
there are changes to current details held.  Please give details of the days your child will be 
walking home, whether they will have a mobile and if this will continue once the days are 
shorter.  Please note that if your child does have a mobile phone this must be locked and 
handed to their Form Tutor on arrival in school, to be kept safely until the end of the school 
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day.  At the end of the day the appropriate member of staff must be informed that the pupil is 
leaving the school site and the phone collected. 

GAMES/PE LESSONS REMINDER  
YEARS 1 & 2 - pupils should come into school in Games kit on their respect Games day - 
Year 1 Tuesday / Year 2 Thursday. 

YEARS 3 & 4 - Tuesday and Thursday - arrive at school in full kit.  Shin pads and football 
boots should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in Form rooms.  Girls 
please bring football boots if they have them. 

YEARS 5 & 6 - Monday and Wednesday - arrive at school in full kit. Shin pads and football 
boots should be brought to school in a boot bag, all will be stored in Form rooms. Friday - 
trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.  Girls please bring football boots if they 
have them. 

YEARS 7 & 8 - Monday - trainers only, change in classroom before the lesson.  
Wednesday and Friday - arrive at school in full kit.  Shin pads and football boots should be 
brought in a boot bag, all will be stored in Form rooms.  Girls please bring football boots if 
they have them. 

YEARS 3-8 GAMES KIT  
Full tracksuit, with blue top and shorts/skort underneath.  Long blue and pink 
socks.  Hoodies can be worn under tracksuit top, if the children have one. 

YEARS 3-8 GIRLS  
On PE and single Games lesson days, please come to school wearing school skort under 
uniform.  
On single Games and PE lesson days when pupils arrive at school in full uniform, they 
should be wearing their school shoes and bring trainers in a bag. 

OFF GAMES/PE  
Pupils in Years 3-8 who are off Games/PE are expected to remain on site and will 
accompany their group to watch lessons.  The general expectation is that in most 
circumstances, pupils who are well enough to be at school are also well enough to 
participate in the full day. Mrs Varcoe, our School Nurse, is on site should a child need to be 
assessed and go home.  

DAILY ABSENCES  
Any daily absences for Y1-8 should continue to be reported to 
absenceandoffgames@hazelwoodschool.com  

ABSENCE REQUESTS  
All absence requests for medical and other appointments (for those that cannot be made out 
of school hours) and senior school visits, should be made using 
https://forms.gle/aHUCmSwhYAihfgPF6   

   
TERM TIME ABSENCE  
We endeavour to publish all the school holiday dates well in advance, so that parents may 
plan family trips and other events during the long holiday periods and over weekend time. 
We encourage parents not to take their children out of school during term-time unless it is 
absolutely essential so as not to interrupt their learning. Unless there are extenuating 
circumstances, term-time absences will be registered as unauthorised absence. Please be 
aware that this information may be given to senior schools as part of the transition process if 
they request it.   If your child is absent during term-time for holiday reasons, please note that 
staff will not be able to provide catch up work.  Any requests for term-time holiday should be 
made using the link above. Thank you for your co-operation. 

SCHOOL CAR PARK  
Can we please remind parents to be considerate and courteous towards other parents and 
drivers in the school car park.  Safety is paramount, not just for the children, but for all users 
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of the car park and we thank you in advance for your patience, especially during busy 
periods when the weather may not be at its best.  A reminder that the maximum speed limit 
in the car park is 5mph - please also be mindful of this when exiting the car park onto the 
road; there are a number of parents and pupils who need to cross the road by the exit to 
walk through the woods.  We would also kindly request that parents do not arrive early for 
their stipulated pick up time(s), so as not to cause traffic queues both in the car park and 
onto the road.   

MUSIC LESSONS  
Please note that the Peripatetic staff are not responsible for collecting pupils in Years 5-8 for 
their music lessons. The first step to becoming a great musician is having discipline and 
making sure you are on time for your lesson.  In line with the Music Tuition Terms and 
Conditions, missed lessons are still chargeable.  Please kindly ensure that you and your 
child check the weekly music timetable (on PIP) and are aware of when a lesson has been 
scheduled.  It would also help if you could support your child by checking that they have set 
an alarm for their music lesson on their school iPad if they have one or, by using a small 
wrist watch alarm.   If there are any issues with the scheduling of your child's lesson, please 
contact Mr Charlie Tappin, Head of Music at tappinc@hazelwoodschool.com at least 24 
hours before the lesson is due, so that we can try to find a solution. 

 
Fun Club Reminder 

 Fun Club will operate for two weeks over the Easter Holidays: w/c 5th April 
(excluding Bank Holiday Monday) and w/c 12th April. 

 It will be based on the Hazelwood site, making use of the Chestnut Hall and the 
surrounding outdoor space.  The provision will be staffed, in the main, by our 
Assistant Tutors with appropriate supervision. 

 There will be no swimming due to continuing COVID restrictions.  Other COVID 
protocols will remain in place including hand washing and sanitisation and controlled 
use of and participation in equipment and some activities.  

 The children will enjoy a range of indoor and outdoor activities, which will include arts 
& crafts, model making, den building and baking.   

 A packed lunch (no nuts), mid-morning and mid-afternoon snack will be required to 
be brought in for each session, together with a named water bottle. 

 The day will run from 8.30am until 5pm.  We are only able to offer full day bookings.  
No half days are possible due to COVID restrictions. 

 Sibling discounts will apply as normal. 

The Booking Form is now live and can be accessed by following the link below.   Please 
note that the booking system closes at 4pm on Tuesday, 23rd March and that it may not be 
possible to accommodate bookings after this date.  In the case of sessions being fully 
booked with waiting lists, priority will be given to the children of parents who are currently 
registered with us as Critical Workers. 
 
Fun Club Bookings Easter 2021 
 
We trust that the restaging of Fun Club – the first time since the initial Lockdown over a year 
ago – will provide those families who require its services, support and opportunity to look 
forward to their Easter holidays. 
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